PhonePe is a fintech company in India that is accelerating the country's digitization efforts by providing greater access to digital payments to drive social progress. These simple, digital payments include everything from utilities to insurance to mutual funds.

“Dell has been a true partner and worked with us through the challenges that come with achieving innovation at this scale.”

Burzin Engineer
CO-FOUNDER & CHIEF RELIABILITY OFFICER, PHONEPE

The importance of sustainability.

PhonePe launched its sustainable data center with Dell PowerEdge servers powered by Intel® Xeon® Platinum processors and alternative cooling technologies like DCLC and LIC to help reduce carbon emissions and meet sustainability goals. Results include expected reduction of 26% for power consumption and 15% for PUE.

Making a national impact.

| Adults in India without a bank account | 190 million |
| People in India that use PhonePe | 485+ million |
| PhonePe transactions a day | 185+ million |
| Transactions in a month | 5.5+ billion |
| Transactions per second | 7 thousand |
| Merchants using PhonePe | 36+ million |
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Powered by PowerEdge Servers

- Power savings of more than $3 million per year
- Higher compute density
- Direct Contact Liquid Cooling (DCLC) and Liquid Immersion Cooling (LIC) customizable capability
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